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Geometry and strain effects on single-electron charging in silicon
nano-crystals

A. Thean and J. P. Leburtona)

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Beckman Institute for Advanced Science
and Technology, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 61801

~Received 3 July 2001; accepted for publication 7 September 2001!

We investigate by numerical simulation the effects of geometry and strain on single-electron
charging in 100-Å-diameter silicon~Si! nano-crystals of various shapes, embedded in silicon
dioxide (SiO2). Our approach accounts for the Si band structure within the effective mass
approximation and a continuum strain model based on the deformation potential theory. Electron–
electron interactions in nano-crystals are treated within the density-functional theory. We show that
the interplay between the Si nano-crystal geometry and the particular spatial symmetry generated by
the strain potential enhances confinement in the quantum-dot and dramatically influences the
electronic structure and single-electron charging behavior. In particular, for a Si~001!-oriented
truncated-sphere and hemispherical nano-crystals, the 001-oriented orbitals~YY8 states! are
relatively insensitive to nano-crystal strain compared to orbitals originating from conduction band
valleys oriented in the other directions. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Efforts to integrate aggressively scaled logic comp
mentary metal–oxide–semiconductor devices and nonv
tile memory for future ultracompact system-on-chip applic
tions are spurring an intensive search for nonvola
technology with comparable scalability and process requ
ments as logic devices. Among potential configurations,
nano-crystal~nc! based flash memory is a promising can
date. The first device proposed by IBM1 utilizes ultrasmall
nc’s functioning as charge-storage nodes deposited abo
thin tunnel oxide, instead of using a single continuous flo
ing gate. These Si-nc’s, ranging between 5 and 10 nm
diameters, are essentially quantum dots with strong th
dimensional~3D! quantum-mechanical confinement of car
ers, giving rise to pronounced single-electron charging p
nomena. Discrete threshold voltage shifts due to sing
electron charging inn-channel nc memory have bee
demonstrated at room temperature.2 While this approach
may lead to accurate multibit ultrasmall-size memory d
vices, the quantum properties of Si-nc’s also provide opp
tunities to investigate low-dimensional physics for poten
applications in room-temperature Si quantum systems.

Unlike pattern-defined nanostructures, Si-nc’s are u
ally produced through self-assembling process technique
volving low-pressure chemical vapor deposition a
oxidation.1,3 Hence nc sizes are not limited by lithograph
resolution. However, due to inherent variations in grow
conditions during self-assembly, variations in nc size, sha
and coverage density are expected. In addition, high res
tion transmission electron microscopy and x-ray analysis
nano-crystalline Si in Si/SiO2 superlattices have revealed a
inhomogeneous strain ranging from 0.1% to 3.25%, depe
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Since single-electron charging and quantum-mechanical
rier tunneling properties are highly sensitive to nc confin
ment potential, geometry and strain will play important rol
in this context. Though single-electron charging in
memory devices has been theoretically investigated,5–7 stud-
ies of geometry and strain influences on the electronic st
ture of Si-nc have been scarce,8,9 if not absent. In this paper
we use a 3D self-consistent computer simulation to study
combined influence of geometry and strain on the electro
structure, and single-electron charging in 100-Å-diameter
nc’s.

II. MODEL

A single Si-nc embedded in the SiO2 dielectric between
a control gate and ap-doped silicon substrate represents t
periodic unit-cell of the nc layer in our simulation~Fig. 1!.
Since the Si-nc’s are well-isolated from one another, we
sumed that the randomness of their positions in the tw
dimensional layer have negligible electrostatic influen
among them. Moreover, the fringing fields from the devi
edges should only affect a limited number of nc’s. Hence
use of the periodic boundary condition on the potential
the sides of the unit cell is well-justified.

Our model considers only nc’s oriented along t
Si@001# direction ~Fig. 1! and normal to the Si/SiO2 tunnel
oxide interface, for which electrons occupy only the lowe
sixfold-degenerateX valleys. Thesek-space valleys are la
beled according to the orientation of their principal axes, i
the two equivalent valleys along thekx direction are labeled
asX-X8, and similarly,Y-Y8, Z-Z8, for the valleys alongky

and kz , respectively. Though the nc’s are likely to be ra
domly oriented, our choice of the crystal orientation does
limit the generality of our approach towards basic nc phys
4 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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of the anisotropic Si band structure. Three different nc p
totypical geometries are considered in our analysis, nam
spheres, truncated-spheres, and hemispheres@Fig. 1 ~right!#,
which might result from various degrees of wetting during
nucleation for different growth conditions. We assume t
the lateral 100-Å-diameter spherical profile is maintain
while the nc height along theY direction is varied, and the
control oxide and tunnel oxide thicknesses are kept cons
Disorder effects due to lateral geometrical variations are
for future investigations.

The strain in Si/SiO2 material systems results from th
stress buildup caused by molar and thermal expansion du
the oxidation of Si into SiO2, which lead to the bond densit
mismatch and local strained regions around the interfa
Although first-principles atomistic calculations of loc
strained regions have been performed for planar Si~001!-
crystalline SiO2,

10 an atomistic treatment of nc’s is compu
tationally prohibitive due to their complex geometry. How
ever, in our case, because of their relatively large size,
100-Å-diameter nc’s retain their bulk-like behavior. Ther
fore we choose to investigate the strain arising from the
tice mismatch between Si-nc and SiO2 within the continuum
strain model.11 We define the relative lattice mismatch b
tween Si and SiO2 to be D5(^aSiO2

&2aSi)/aSi , where

^aSiO2
& is the effective lattice constant that represents

isotropic dielectric material and is estimated empirica
from strain measurements with planar amorphous SiO2. The
lattice constant for silicon isaSi55.431 Å. With the lattice
and bulk elastic constants as parameters, the inhomogen
strain field is computed at every point according to the c
tinuum strain model by minimizing the elastic energy of t
system,11 which has been described elsewhere.12 Similar
models have successfully studied self-assembled InAs/G
pyramidal quantum dots13,14 and have shown good agre
ment with atomistic strain calculations for small stra
~!7%!.15

In the deformation potential theory, the strain ener
modifies the electronic potential energies which, accordin
a first-order bulk strain perturbation Hamiltonian,11,16 gives

FIG. 1. ~left! Schematic of the simulated unit cell of the metal–oxide
semiconductor~MOS! structure with a hemispherical nc-Si embedded in
SiO2. ~right! Schematic of nc shapes and orientations with the six dou
degenerate conduction band valleys considered in our model. The va
are labeled with respect to the orientation of their principle axis ink space.
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DE~100!5Jd
~100!~exx1eyy1ezz!1Ju

~100!exx , ~1!

DE~010!5Jd
~100!~exx1eyy1ezz!1Ju

~100!ezz, ~2!

DE~001!5Jd
~100!~exx1eyy1ezz!1Ju

~100!eyy , ~3!

where exx , eyy , and ezz are the position-dependent stra
tensor components in thex, y, andz directions, respectively
DE(100), DE(010), andDE(001) are the Si strain energ
contributions to the electronic potential energy for the co
duction band valleys along the~100!, ~010!, and~001! crystal
directions, respectively.Ju

(100) and Jd
(100) are deformation

potentials along the~100! crystal axis with values obtaine
from Hinckleyet al.16 Since the nc electronic wave function
have very limited extent into the SiO2 barrier, the strain en-
ergy in the dielectric region is neglected. The effects of str
on the effective mass are expected to be small since they
a higher order effect16 and will be left for future investiga-
tion. To characterize the nc strain we define the aver
strain,ē, by averaging the sum of the hydrostatic strain co
ponents over the Si nc region,

ē5
1

V E
V
~exx1eyy1ezz!dxdydz, ~4!

whereV is the nc volume.
In order to gain insights into the nc electronic propertie

we compute numerically the quantized electron sta
@c l(r )# and energy levels (El) of the nc by solving three 3D
effective-mass Schro¨dinger-like~Kohn–Sham! equations de-
scribing the six triply degenerate conduction band valle
~l 5XX8, YY8, andZZ8!:5

2
\2

2
¹@Ml

21¹#c l~r !1@2qf~r !1~r !1exc~n~r !!

1DEl
strain~r !]c l~r !5Elc l~r !. ~5!

HereMl is the electron effective mass tensor andf(r ) is the
conduction band landscape of the nc structure, containing
conduction band offset between Si and SiO2 regions.
DEl

strain(r ) is the strain potential relative to thel valley, ob-
tained from Eqs.~1!–~3!. The quantum many-body electron
electron interactions in nc’s are treated within the dens
functional theory, with the exchange-correlation potent
exc(n) computed from the local density approximatio
~LDA !.17 The numerical iteration algorithm for computin
the eigenvectors and eigenvalues is based on the itera
extraction and orthogonalization method technique dev
oped by Jovanovic and Leburton.18 The boundary conditions
for the Kohn–Sham equations are imposed such that
wave functions decay to zero before reaching the dev
boundaries. The validity of the LDA for small quantum do
even for one or two electrons, has been demonstrated
Fonsecaet al. and Shumwayet al. by using quantum Monte
Carlo simulation.14,19

The 3D potential,f(r ), within the device is obtained
from the solution of the nonlinear Poisson equation,

¹@e~r !¹f~r !#52q@p~r !2n~r !2NA
2~r !#, ~6!

where n(r ), p(r ), and NA
2(r ) are the electron, hole, an

ionized acceptor densities in the Si substrate.NA
2(r ) is cho-
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sen to be 131017cm23 while other regions of the devic
structure remain undoped. In the nc, the hole densityp(r ) is
set to zero and the electron density is given byn(r )
5( lgl uc l u2, wheregl is the electron state occupation. Ot
erwise, in bulk silicon,n(r ) and p(r ) are computed within
the Thomas–Fermi approximation. In this analysis we do
resolve individual electron spins. The metallic control gate
the top of the structure is modeled as a Dirichlet bound
condition on the electrostatic potential which varies w
gate voltage.14 The substrate is chosen to be thick enou
~.2 mm! so that a zero-electric-field~Von-Neumann! bound-
ary condition is imposed at the bottom of the structure.

Single-electron charging is simulated in the low te
perature limit (T50 K). This enables us to determine th
lowest integer number of electrons,N, in the nc, by using the
Slater formula20,21 which gives directly the difference be
tween the total free energy,ET , for two electron occupa-
tions,N andN11, at each gate biasVG .

ET~N11!2ET~N!5E
0

1

eLAO~n!dn'eLAO~ 1
2!2EF .

~7!

Here eLAO is the eigenvalue of the lowest available orbi
computed from the Kohn–Sham equation occupied by h
an electron.EF is the Fermi energy, which in the prese
analysis is chosen as the energy reference since the dev
at equilibrium. Hence ifeLAO(1/2)2EF is positive then
ET(N11)2ET(N).0 and the nc containsN electrons, oth-
erwise it containsN11 electrons. Therefore Eq.~7! deter-
minesgl .

III. RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the electronic wave functions for t
three nc geometries under the same flat-band condition~no
applied electric field!. The wave functions are arranged
ascending order of energy according to their electronic sp
tra, beginning from the ground state at the bottom of e
column. The states are labeled in the form (nx ,ny ,nz) i ,
where thei index corresponds to the label for the pair
degenerate valleys described by Fig. 1~right!, and the indi-

FIG. 2. Orbital ordering in the nc-electronic spectra illustrated by thr
dimensional isosurface plots of the first doubly degenerate nine/ten w
functions for 100-Å-diameter spherical nc~left column!, 75-Å-high-
truncated-sphere nc~middle column!, and the hemispherical nc~right col-
umn!. The energy separation between orbitals are not to scale.
Downloaded 06 Nov 2009 to 129.8.242.67. Redistribution subject to AIP
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ces (nx ,ny ,nz) describe the number of nodes of the wa
function in thex, y, andz directions, respectively. The spher
cal nc shows three quadruple-degenerates-like ground states
@(0,0,0)XX8 , (0,0,0)YY8 , and (0,0,0)ZZ8# which arise from
the symmetry of the spherical confinement and the multiv
ley band structure. Despite the spherical nc potential, ths
wave functions are not spherically symmetric due to
mass anisotropy@Fig. 2 ~left!#. Spatially, the wave functions
extend more in the direction of the lighter effective mass d
to the higher kinetic energy contribution. Similar argumen
apply to the~0,0,0!-states from theYY8 and ZZ8 valleys;
they are oriented such that their major and minor axes
always along the direction of lighter and heavier effecti
masses, respectively. Since electrons tunneling from or
the nc is a strong function of both the quantum-mechan
coupling of the Si channel and the nc wave functions, as w
as the effective tunneling cross section, it is worth notici
that the orientation of the degenerate orbitals and their oc
pations will have a strong influence on the electron tran
time across the oxide.

Truncating a 100-Å-diameter sphere by 30 Å in they
direction removes the spherical symmetry of the confinem
potential, thereby lifting some of the quantum state deg
eracies due to the spherical geometry. Figure 2~middle!
shows the wave functions of a nc shaped like a trunca
sphere. The~0,0,0! states are no longer at the same ener
The tighter confinement in they direction now selects the
(0,0,0)YY8 orbitals, which have the heaviesty-oriented lon-
gitudinal effective mass, as the energetically lowest st
The higher (0,0,0)XX8 and (0,0,0)ZZ8 states remain degene
ate because the cylindrical symmetry about they direction of
the nc is preserved. We note that the states in theYY8 valleys
are not always lower in energy than their counterpart sta
with the same quantum numbers in theXX8 andZZ8 valleys.
In Fig. 2~middle!, the (0,2,0)YY8 states, unlike its paren
~0,0,0! and ~0,1,0! states, are higher in energy than the
counterparts in the other two valleys@i.e., (2,0,0)XX8 and
(0,0,2)ZZ8 states#. This reordering reflects the competitio
between the heavy longitudinal effective mass along thY
direction, which lowers the energy states, and the increa
influence of the confinement caused by the nc truncat
which lifts the energy states oriented in the sameY direction.
These coupled effects of the geometry and the anisotro
band structure can only be captured by a full 3D quant
treatment that accounts for complex geometry.

Further reduction of a truncated-sphere into a he
sphere leads to dramatic changes in the higher energy po
of the electronic spectrum@Fig. 2~right!#. The states with
nodes along the lateral directions~x and z directions! now
stand lower in the energy spectrum. In fact, we see that
p-like states from theYY8-valleys @i.e., (1,0,0)YY8 and
(0,0,1)YY8#, which stand much higher in the spectrum of t
truncated sphere, are now less energetic than the~0,0,2!-
states in theXX8 and ZZ8 valleys. This observation illus-
trates the fact that a slight alteration in nc geometry result
dramatic changes in the nc-electronic structure, which
absent in systems with uniform effective mass like the Ga
AlGaAs quantum dots.
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In Fig. 3~a! we show the variation of the electronic lev
els with the nc height,D, under flatband condition in the
device. AsD varies from 50 to 100 Å, the nc shape chang
continuously from a hemisphere to a sphere, and all the
ergy levels decrease, with the electronic states becom
more degenerate. However, the energy-level variations d
greatly from state to state. In particular, theYY8 orbitals with
no node in theY direction are much less sensitive toD than
the higher states. For instance, the (0,0,0)YY8 , (0,0,1)YY8 ,
and (1,0,0)YY8 states only undergo a change of appro
mately 20 meV, while the other states@including (0,1,0)YY8#
vary three times or more, whenD increases from 50 to 100
Å. We notice that as the height of the nc increases along
Y direction, the single-node@(0,0,1)YY8 ,(1,0,0)YY8#p states,
that are orbitals with the heaviery-oriented longitudinal ef-
fective mass, move down the spectrum rapidly, crossing
double-noded states@(0,0,2)XX8 ,(0,0,2)ZZ8# in theXX8 and
ZZ8 valleys, at approximately 65 Å@Fig. 3~a!#.

Figure 3~b! shows the variations in the single-electro
charging behavior of the nc’s due to changes in their geo
etry. We notice the charging voltage for each electron is
smallest for the sphere, and the largest for the hemisph
while the truncated-sphere is somewhere in between, bec
of the reduction in the effective confinement volume as

FIG. 3. ~a! Electronic energy spectra of an empty nc as a function of
heightD, under flatband condition~zero applied electric field!. ~b! Coulomb
staircase describing single-electron charging for spherical, truncated-sp
and hemispherical nc. Inset: The write-voltage vs nc heightD.
Downloaded 06 Nov 2009 to 129.8.242.67. Redistribution subject to AIP
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shape varies from a sphere to a hemisphere. In addition, f
the step-size difference between the three nc’s changes
function of the electron number, we see the charging volt
variation increases with the electron number. This impl
that the write-voltage distribution for a collection of nc
with height variations would have a nonuniform dependen
on the charging states as well. If one can exclude the eff
of size, lateral shape, and position variations, then the m
mum and maximum programming voltages would be bou
by that of the sphere and the hemisphere, respectively.
inset of Fig. 3~b! traces the write-voltage variation for charg
ing the nc’s with the first electron as a function nc heig
The plot shows that the write-voltage decreases by 70 m
as the nc is changed from a 100-Å-diameter hemisphere
sphere, even though the ground state in an empty nc o
experiences less than one-third of this change, as seen in
3~a!. This means that the write-voltage variation cannot
solely explained by the change in the single-particle el
tronic level, but also includes the subtle quantum and C
lomb many-body effects. Moreover, it is expected that
variation in coupling capacitances between the nc and
rest of the device structure as a consequence of the chan
nc shape, would also influence the write-voltage variation

Next we examine the coupling between geometry a
nonuniform strain in the nc’s, which introduces new effec
on their electronic properties. Figure 4 shows the strain t
sor componentexx and the strain potential energies along t

c

re,

FIG. 4. ~a!, ~c!, and~e! areX-Ycontour plots of the strain tensor componen
exx , through the center of the spherical, truncated-sphere, and hemisph
nc’s, respectively. The plots~b!, ~d!, and~f! are the corresponding line scan
~through the nc center! along theY axis of the Si strain energy.
 license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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y direction in three nc’s with the same 1% lattice misma
(D51%). Theshape and orientation of the nc’s are ind
cated in the insets. Due to the tension exerted by the SiO2 on
the Si-nc’s, the strain energies are largely positive in all th
structures. In contrast to the spherically symmetric poten
energy variationsDE(001), DE(010), andDE(100) of the
spherical nc, the truncation leads to an increase in the bia
tensile strain in the radialX-Z directions (exx ,ezz) and a
mildly compressivey component (eyy) at the flat Si/SiO2
interface causingDE(100) andDE(010) to increase and
DE(001) to decrease alongy. In Figs. 4~c! and 4~e! we see
the development of theexx biaxial strain increase due to a
areal increase of the flat interface as the shape changes
truncated sphere to a hemisphere, which causes a portio
DE(001) to actually turn negative at the flat Si/SiO2 inter-
face when the truncated sphere is reduced to a hemisp
@Fig. 4~f!#. This change in strain characteristics not only li
the degeneracy between theYY8 valleys and the fourfold
degenerateXX8-ZZ8 valleys, but also introduces nonuniform
strain-enhanced confinement of the electronic states. Th
especially evident when we examine the wave functions
the strained hemispherical nc~Fig. 5!. In Fig. 5~a! we see
that thes-like (0,0,0)YY8 wave function corresponding to th
strained nc~shaded! is ‘‘squeezed’’ along theY direction
against the flat interface, with respect to the unstrained c
~dashed lines!. We show that though the strain has increas
the confinement vertically alongY, it has little effect radially
in the X-Z directions@Fig. 5~b!#. Figure 5~c! and 5~d! show
the behavior of thes-like (0,0,0)XX8 wave function under the
same amount of strain. In this case the strain has shifted
orbital, alongY, towards the top of the nc and the radi
profile of the orbital remains hardly affected. This qualitati
difference in the strain effects on electronic states from
ferent valleys illustrates the complex interactions betwe
the geometry, strain field, and the band structure.

FIG. 5. Contour plots showing the strained~solid-shaded! and unstrained
~dashed lines! wave-function amplitudes for~a! and ~b! (0,0,0)YY8 wave
functions and~c! and~d! (0,0,0)XX8 wave functions, in the hemispherical n
under an average strain of 3.5%.~The contours are taken from slices throug
the centers of the nc’s.!
Downloaded 06 Nov 2009 to 129.8.242.67. Redistribution subject to AIP
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Figure 6~a! summarizes the effects of strain on the fir
six orbitals pertaining to three different nc geometries. Ea
bar on the plot represents the energy difference between
strain and unstrained case, for empty electronic states in
and the bars are grouped into three’s~sphere, truncated
sphere, and hemisphere! for each orbital designated along th
horizontal axis. We see that the strain affects the six orbi
of the spherical nc uniformly. However, the effects expe
enced by the truncated-sphere and the hemispherical nc’
more subtle. First, an orbital-dependent trend in the ene
variation due to strain develops, as one changes the nc s
from sphere to hemisphere. For the states in theYY8 valleys,
the energy variations tend to increase, changing from sph
to hemisphere, while theXX8 and ZZ8 states show the op
posite trend. This is due to the fact that theYY8 states in the
hemisphere are much lower energetically than those for
other two shapes, due to the negative dip in strain ene

FIG. 6. ~a! Effects of strain (ē53%) on the spherical, truncated-sphe
(D575 Å), and hemispherical nc’s. The arrows illustrate the trend in
strain-induced electronic energy change, as the nc geometry varies fr
sphere to a hemisphere.~b! First few energy levels as a function of th
averaged strain,ē, in the hemispherical~solid! and spherical~dashed! nc’s.
The lowest dash line corresponds to the degenerate~0,0,0! states in the six
XX8, YY8, and ZZ8 valleys. The next two higher dash lines refer to th
@(1,0,0XX8),(0,1,0)YY8 ,(0,0,1)ZZ8# manifold and the @~2,0,0!XX8 ,
(0,2,0)YY8 ,(0,0,2)ZZ8] manifold, respectively.
 license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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DE(001), at the bottom of the nc@Fig. 4~f!#, whereas the
XX8 and ZZ8 states are pushed upward by the strain.
notice in Fig. 6~a! that the strain-induced energy change
the nc-electronic spectrum tend to separate theYY8-states
from theXX8 andZZ8 states more dramatically in the hem
sphere than for the truncated sphere. Qualitatively, this
ergy separation is a consequence of the increasing st
induced confinement, as the nc geometry changes fro
truncated sphere to a hemisphere, which influences the o
als in theYY8 and the other valleys differently~Fig. 5!.

In order to quantitatively investigate the effect of stra
on the nc electronic spectrum, we varied the lattice misma
D from 0% to 4% to reproduce the average strain (ē) mea-
sured in Si-nc’s. Figure 6~b! compares the effects of strain o
the electronic spectrum for the spherical~dash lines! and the
hemispherical nc’s~solid lines!, as a function of average
strain,ē. The eigenenergies are computed with respect to
Si conduction band edge,EC , which is the bottom of the nc
Again, we observed that theYY8 states in the hemispherica
nc are much less sensitive to the strain variation than
states in theXX8 andZZ8 valleys, varying only 5 meV per
1% change in average strain. We note that this change is
smaller than the 37 meV-per-1%-strain variation experien
by the states in the spherical nc.

Figure 7 shows the strain influence on single-elect
charging. The three solid lines correspond to charging
spherical nc with the first three electrons as a function
average nc strain. This corresponds to occupying
(0,0,0)YY8 state under different amounts of strain. We s
that the write voltage undergoes a 0.15 V increase as
average strain increases from 0% to 3.5%, which is con
tent with the monotonic change in theYY8 state with strain,
discussed in Fig. 6~b!. Comparisons between the three nc
show a significant sensitivity of the charging voltage var
tion to both the nc geometry and strain. We see that
hemispherical nc has the least sensitivity, while the spher
and truncated-sphere nc’s are comparable. A feature
stands out from the plot is the write-voltage crossings
tween the truncated-sphere and hemispherical nc’s, w

FIG. 7. Write voltages for the first six electrons~only three are shown for
the sphere! as a function of average strain for the spherical nc, trunca
sphere (D575 Å), and the hemispherical nc’s.
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occurs beyond 1.5% strain. These crossings imply that un
strain, the energy required to charge a single electron co
actually be smaller for the hemispherical nc, despite it be
a smaller quantum dot. The locations of these crossings
also dependent on the number of electrons, and they ten
occur at higher strain, when it comes to charging a hig
number of electrons.

In Figure 8 we compute the addition energy of the hem
spherical nc under an increasing amount of strain as a fu
tion of the number of electrons,N, in the nc. The vertical
axis represents the energy required to charge the nc froN
to N11 electrons. Increasing the amount of strain on
hemispherical nc increases the additional energy for charg
the first four electrons~N51 to N53!. This variation is
approximately 1 meV per 1% increase in average nc str
and corresponds to charging the (0,0,0)YY8 orbitals which
are relatively insensitive to strain variations. However, t
addition energy for the fifth electron (N54) shows a sudden
change, since the most highly strained nc has the low
peak. This inversion in the addition energy spectra origina
from the strain-induced inversion between the (0,0,0)XX8 and
the (0,1,0)YY8 states forē.0.5% @Fig. 6~b!#. In this case the
fifth and higher electrons~up to eight! occupy the (0,0,0)XX8
orbitals in the unstrained nc, while the (0,1,0)XX8 states are
occupied in the strained nc. Moreover, the coupling betw
the nonuniform strain and the many-body Hartree inter
tions lead to variations in the addition energy~for N>4! that
are strong functions of bothN andē. We see that in terms o
the addition energy spectrum, the nc under a mild 2% str
does not suffer a great change relative to the unstrained c
On the other hand, the behavior of the 3.5%-strained
shows dramatic changes in its addition energy spectrum,
pecially for N54 and greater.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, our numerical analysis shows that the str
developed between Si and SiO2 has dramatic influences o
the nc electronic states. Specifically, in truncated and he
spherically shaped nc’s, the geometry-dependent strain
lift the degeneracy of the Si conduction band valleys a
induce greater confinement within the nc’s. By varying t
magnitude of the strain we show that the electronic spe

-

FIG. 8. Addition energy of a hemispherical nc under no strain~solid line!,
under an average strain of 2%~circles!, and under an average strain of 3.5
~squares!.
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experience major state reordering in nonspherical nc ge
etries. We also note that in particular geometries, such as
hemisphere, lower-energy states are quite insensitive
strain effects. This observation suggests the possibility
engineering nc’s with strain-immune functional electron
behavior. On the other hand, the control of strain dur
processing of Si nanostructures will become paramount.
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